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What if there's no more fun to do? And all I have is what I had what if I forgot how? Cut my losses and go out now there's something stronger than me There's something I don't want to see anything new growing in me It's the hardest thing to do to see it grow over you and see that you're just like everyone there's no fun
There's something stronger than me There's something I don't want to see anything new growing there's something I don't want to see I don't speak this language More my blood is no longer this color My blood is no longer Shine the same way I can't deny it anymore There's something stronger than me There's
something I don't want to see anything new growing in me all this thick time without you Made me so thick and drunk and it's okay to laugh about it I said, it's ok to laugh about it running twice as fast to stay in the same place Don't catch my breath by the end of the day and I'd rather shoot me in the face than hear what
you're going to say one day The wind will rise and you won't You'll find nothing again -- and who's going to laugh then? You won't find anything again for no reason - there's no explanation so playing violins is always funny until someone gets hurt... And then it's just hilarious! You hit me every time you blink if I just didn't
have to think of you a smile cracker think of you all the time on the ricochet - it's going to hit you it's always funny until someone gets hurt you can laugh at me - when he misses you if you want to open the hole just put your head down and step down alongside a piece of circumstance there wash away the taste of
evidence wash it out (evidence) I don't feel anything it doesn't mean anything look in the eye and testify : I don't feel anything you say, we know you're guilty of hands over your head, you won't even feel me you won't feel me (evidence) the words are so familiar - all those big same mistakes it doesn't have to be like this.
If you don't make a friend, now one can make you - so learn the delicate art of making enemies don't look so surprised happy birthday... Fucking blow out that candle, we're going to kick you (don't say you're not because you are) (don't say you're not because you are) (history tells us you are) (history tells us you are) all
you need is one more excuse you put on a piece of fight I want to hear your best excuse you've never felt so alive your day has finally arrived - so wear the hat and let the suit keep wearing you. This year you'll sit down and take it and you'll consider it it's the delicate art of making enemies I deserve an award because I'm
the best you've ever had and if I Up to my hole - you can't see the light again (there's always an easy way out) (there's always an easy way out) (you need something wet in your mouth) (you need something wet in your mouth) never felt so much live star A.D. Look tomorrow dreaming you don't have your free star A.D. A
little joke understood all over the world a little joke that realized everything was over and over and die it's dry as a fact of history and when you die , you'll turn into something worse than a meth - you'll become a legend we'll win cold and it's smooth and it's a hard shade of white and everyone has to lick the surface clean
but it never tastes better than white blossoms white and freezes white again Close it before something crawls in Commit it, Leave it, Get Away - we always throw away our good side to be good brings you things things things brings you good things Steph gets you to be and roll and wear shit forever they don't have legs
But chasing us anyway wiping the shadow of your best friend girl something we don't want to be we drop our good side you can't kill him eat is just as deep as you can fuck it so get it out or go down and there's only one thing that separates a man... Shit lives forever we'll retire with shit on our lips under a pair of eyes
know I'm going to take some down with me and get off my good side You can't kill it Take it from our drummer, Puff be good It brings you things everyone knows me by my car Everybody knows I'm gone, but not how far I go straight down 101 I'm going to get me some of my lips are movin' but there's no sound that one
day someone will get run over during the reunion European No Poso Dirigier Island Agora APARECE MEU DEDO ENTERRADO NO MEU NARIZ My lips are moving but there is no sound that one day someone is going to get run over you did one wrong thing you woke up. It looks better before more - more and the
stomach becomes... Don't say anything without wasting a word I know exactly what you meant I know how piggy feels He's starving without missing a meal Look in the mirror... Don't look at me, I'm ugly in the morning when the headache's gone, the sun isn't. I forgot to set off the alarm - no matter how much you think or
the number of hairs in the sink I made it to myself again I know how pigsir feels is starving without missing a meal it gets clearer... Don't look at me I'm ugly in the morning it would be wrong to ask you why because I know what goes inside is only half of what comes out that's not the issue? To remind us that we're alive to
remind us that we're not blind in the big black hole that's comfortable digging the grave, have it done give anything in, or throw anything away? You left the door wide open I know you have a reason why this relationship is better to stay unrelated I just went and opened mine it takes some time and the shadows are so big
it takes the sun from today and the feeling goes if Close the comfortable door I can wait for love in heaven I can wait for you far, I'll treat you better than down here because I did wrong and I'm a little scared I'm not too strong and it's not easy to say: take this bottle Take this bottle and just walk away - you two and let me
feel the pain - I can hope we'll be together with a better roof over our heads I can hope that this stormy weather moves on - It passes on - But I was hoping too long I was hoping to change that hope gone so listen to what I'm saying: Take this bottle it's not a good day, if you don't look good this is the best party I've been
to today I asked God to pour some wine in my eyes today I asked someone to shake some salt for my life look! Everything's spinning (we're on the ground) Never repaid before you know who's winning (don't make a sound) Sniff the glass and let it roll on your tongue Let me introduce you to someone before the party
alerts someone to look at them in need or need or war If you give them everything, they can give you even more This is the best party I've ever been to Don't let me die with that stupid look My eyes A piece of mail Letter a piece of hair from a human head They tell me Him I should have killed him I should have killed him
before you're right, you're right Kill the body and the head will die They're laughing at me I had to learn it some day If you could look him in the face and hold your vomit Sneeze wet and not left turn line teeth and an encouraging word under a mile of skin I had to pay attention to it I had to pay attention to it I had to pay
attention to it first what day what day what day you don't touch where That it grows on trees but never blooms where it hurts the least for those who saw it first go and the last to know lasts longer than life takes the least amount of effort feels better than a bargain just to know it's there you can't see there's only one me
and Shay I know where but I can't share you'll call me - I'll be lining up until then I'll wait you can't see all the busy circles please try Once again Skye clear tonight sky clear tomorrow the star is out I reach out for one sparkle in my hand star is out I won't touch you, I'm just a clear Skye person tonight Skye is clear
tomorrow - and every night I close my eyes so I don't need to see the light shine so bright I dream of cloudy skies, cloudy skies man is born to love - although he is often looked for as Icarus fly too high. And too lonely from what he needs to kiss the sum of East and West and hold the world for his sake hold the terrible
power that only gods are blessed, but I, I'm just a man and every night I close my eyes so I don't have to. The shining light is so bright that I will dream of cloudy skies, cloudy skies and every night I close my eyes but now I have them wide open you fell into my hands and now you burn me you burn me faith no more is:
Mike Patton - vocals Mike Bourdin - drums Billy Gould - bass guitar Rudy Bottum - keyboards (guitars by Trey Spruance) thanks to ronjappe for song correction #1 lyrics Thanks to gustavo.duarte for correcting the #7 words. Thanks for the Chinatown Jack for correcting the word #11. Sends, comments, and amendments
are welcomed in webmaster@darklyrics.com Faith No More Words -Select Language- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZ# Copyright © 2001-2019 - DarkLyrics.com --- All words are property and copyright of their respective owners. All words provided for educational purposes and for personal use only. Please read
the disclaimer. - Privacy Policy - Disclaimer - Contact Us - 1995 Studio Album by Faith No MoreKing per Day... Fool for a LifetimeStudio Album by Faith No MoreReleasedMarch 28, 1995 Produced 1994Bearsville Studio, Woodstock, New YorkLength56:46Abel Slash Producer Andy WallaceFaith No More Chronology
Angel Dust (1992) King of the Day... Stupid For Life (1995) Album of the Year (1997) Singles from King for a Day... Lifelong fool to dig the grave Released: February 28, 1995 Ricochet Released: May 1, 1995 Evidence Released: May 8, 1995 King per day... Fool for a Lifetime is the fifth studio album by San Francisco-
based band Fairy No More, released on March 28, 1995 by Slash and Reprise Records. It was their first album recorded without veteran guitarist Jim Martin. The album featured a greater variety than the band's usual tendencies, with Rolling Stone called the result a genre shuffle. The album spawned three singles –
Digging the Grave, Ricochet and Evidence. After Martin's departure, Trey Spruance was brought in to perform on the album, having also performed with singer Mike Patton. Production of the album was further damaged by the band that suffered traffic accidents, and by the absence of keyboard player Rudy Butem, who
was affected by the death of his father and Kurt Cobain, whose wife was his close friend. Spruance was replaced on a tour supported by former band player Dean Mint. However, Spruance played live with Faith No More for the first time in November 2011, playing the entire album during a performance in Chile. Critical
acceptance of the album was mixed, with its diverse genres cited as detraction by several reviewers. The album earned the band two Nominations for the Bay Area Music Award. The album's first two singles showed more than typical heavy metal style, while Evidence was a departure from the band's typical sound,
combining jazz and punk elements. The production background after the release of Angel Dust in 1992, Fairy no more of The project was a collaboration with Boo-Yaa T.R.I.B.E., and contributed the single More Body Murdered to the soundtrack of the 1993 film Judging Night. This recording will be the first released by
the band without guitarist Jim Martin, with bassist Billy Gould recording the guitar parts instead. Martin began skipping workouts with the band during Angel Dust's recording sessions, having been unhappy with their new musical directions; At that point, he had also reportedly stopped writing new music. Martin was fired
from the band later that year due to musical differences, using a fax by keyboard player Rudy Bottam; [4] And Mr. Bangle guitarist Trey Spruance was brought in to record their next album. However, Spruance left the band before the ensuing tour, and was replaced by the band's member, Dean Mint. The reasons for the



change are different – spruance claims that Spruance was unwilling to commit to a long touring schedule to support the album, while Spruance claims he was never supposed to be a regular member in the first place. [6] In an interview with one magazine, Gould defined Spruance as a rich, spoiled boy who didn't want to
go on tour. However, Spruance recalled not even having enough money to buy the magazine where Gould said it about him. He recalls, it's like one of those amazing juxtapositions in life when you're standing in a record tower TT and this thing goes out to the whole world that you're a spoiled, privileged rich kid, and you
can't even buy the magazine that's written in. It was almost like a cosmic moment. Rudy Bottam claims to have been absent mainly during this period because of the death of his father and Kurt Cobain, whose wife Courtney Love was a close friend of his and one of the band's temporary singers before Chuck Mosley
joined in. [4] In addition, Botam developed a heroin addiction. At one point, his addiction prompted the band's intervention, following the filming of the video for another murdered body. Bottam's absence led to the album being written mostly without keyboards. [11] Around the recording of the album in 1994, Mike Patton
also married Christina Zuctosta. [12] Recording a king per day... Fool for a Lifetime was recorded at Bearville Studios, in Woodstock, New York, making it the first and orphaned faith no more album not recorded in their native Northern California. Gould described the studio's remote location as a kind of sensory spare.
The writing and rehearsing of the songs for the album lasted eight to nine months, although half that time was also spent finding a replacement for Martin. The recording of the album will take another three months, and the band has hired producer Andy Wallace. Wallace previously worked with Sonic Youth, Nirvana and
Slayer. Bottam claimed the combination of Wallace and Sverance is New influences helped create right in the air, what the hell is going to happen to the kind of feeling while recording. According to singer Mike Patton, the band was involved in a car accident during recordings of the album, while Patton was driving.
Spruance and drummer Mike Bourdin were also involved, and Patton argued that he should have looked a lot of things in the face as a result. The band used art from Eric Drucker's graphic novel Flood for the album cover and those of his singles. Keyboard player Rudy Bottam (pictured in 2009) went missing for most of
the album recording. Digging the Grave was released as a single on February 28, 1995. Last March, the band appeared on the British TV show Top of the Pops to promote the single, and later performed it on MTV Europe, Canal+'s Nulle Part Ailleurs and The Jon Stewart Show. The single reached number 16 on the UK
singles chart and number 12 on the Australian ARIA chart. The film appeared in an episode of Beavis and Bute Head in August 1995, and was included on the soundtrack to the 1996 Italian film Jack Prosyte dal Grupo. [18] A video was recorded for the song, was played by Marcus Reboy, and filmed in San Francisco.
[19] And later included in the collection Who cares a lot?: The biggest videos. [20] Ricochet was released as the album's second single on May 1, 1995; And promoted with a late-night show with Conan O'Brien. The song reached number 27 in the UK and number 58 in Australia. The song was also included on the
soundtrack to the Fox Hunt PlayStation game in 1996. [18] [22] A video for ricochet was filmed in Paris and directed by Alex Hemmings. [23] It doesn't appear in the video collection, who cares a lot?: The biggest videos. The album's third and final single was Jazz-Funk Evidence, released on May 8, 1995. The band had
appeared the previous month on the Australian variety show Hey Hey It's Saturday to perform the song,[14] which eventually reached number 32 in the UK and 27th in Australia. [16] A music video for the song was produced, directed by Walter A. Stern. [20] [24] Ugly Morning (1995) 30 Second Sampling of the King for
One Day... Stupid for an ugly lifelong song in the morning. Problems jamming this file? See Media Help. Other songs in total recorded 20 songs for the album, with only 14 of them on the final list. [4] Cut songs I Won't Forget You and Hippie Jam Song both appeared on the later collections Who cares a lot? and the best
ultimate hits collection; [25] While the sandwiches of I started a joke and Greenfields were included as B-sides for the single Dig the Grave; [26] And covers of I want to fuck myself and Spanish eyes were both included as B-sides Ricochet singles and evidence. The song was influenced by Chinese classical music, and
Patton's vocal track was based on Anthony Newley's style. [28] A star for the road appears in The Works Collection in 2008. When asked if the song was a reference to Kurt Cobain, Mike Patton said God no! It's about phenomenon. And if this guy happened to be one, I don't know. It's one of those things that happens.
It's a Vegas thing. What could be more shameful than having to replace your bowel bag on stage, but Vegas is great. I love it. Welcome to America. The song What a Day includes the line Kill the Body and the Head die, taken from Hunter S. Thompson's 1971 book Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. In an interview in late
1994, Botam described the penultimate poem to know as Pearl Jam on mushrooms. [31] Professional Kabbalah RatingsRated High RatingsSource:[1]The Buffalo News[32]Entertainment WeeklyC[33][33]Los Angeles Daily News[34]Los Angeles Times[3]3 Q[36],36],37]Rolling Stone[38]Select3/5[39]Spin6/10[40] unlike
The Fairy No More's previous album, An initial welcome for the king for a day... A lifelong fool was involved. Entertainment Weekly gave the album a C grade and called it an archaic progressive rock fusion, strangely out of step with the times. Rolling Stone's Al Weissel gave him a two-star rating out of five, saying it was
hoped the thrilling refrain of the last song - 'Don't let me die with that stupid look in my eyes' - wouldn't turn out to be the state of Fairy No More. Metal Hammer admits the album received crushing disappointment, but praised its diversity. Michael Snyder of the San Francisco Chronicle, however, was more positive and
called him a total victory, adding that he was mysterious, sarcastic, provocative and incisive. Jonathan Gold of Spin magazine rated the album 6 out of 10, praising his defiantness and burnt-out, hammer-hammer-in-a-lubriced-condom presence, but felt his multiple genres were a distraction. [40] Writing for AllMusic, Greg
Prato gave him a more favorable rating of three and a half stars out of five, calling him one of the band's esteemed symnics. New York magazine described the album as nightmare-ed, praising Mike Patton's vocals. Bruce Warren, writing for the Los Angeles Daily News, rated the album two and a half stars out of four,
writing that the band sounds more successful than ever before, writing buttam's keyboards as a particularly noteworthy one. Anthony Violanti of Buffalo News gave the album a rating of three and a half stars out of five, noting that Patton was still acting wildly but had matured as a singer, describing Digging the Grave as a
masterpiece of power pop. [32] King for a day... Lifelong fool nominated for Bay The Music Award in 1995, in the hard music album or EP category. bassist Billy Gould also received a best basset nomination at the same event. However, none of the nominations won; Gould lost to Les Claypool from Perimus, while the
album itself was struck by Green Day's insomnia. Two years after he was released, Gould said, I'm proud of this record. I think the biggest criticism he gets is that it's not sold. That's really ironic. Judging a record by that logic, then the Ford Taurus would be the best car ever made in the history of mankind because it's the
best-selling car ever sold. In 2005, a vision magazine in Germany rated King for a day... Fool for a Lifetime 37 is on the list of 150 albums to win [46] and in 2014 it came fourth on the Alternative Nation website's list of 10 alternative rock albums. In 2016, Hammer Metal included him on their list of 10 essential alt-metal
albums. [48] Free the King for a day... Fool for a Lifetime was released before it was released before a limited edition two-record vinyl album, limited to 10,000 copies, two weeks before the album went on general sale. He also embarked on a limited run of 7 x 7-inch records packed in a hard-card box, with bonus tracks
and audio interviews with all the band members included. In November 2011, Fairy No More reunited with Trey Spruance for a performance at the Mackineria Festival, during which the album was played in its entirety. [50] The set list was written by Mike Patton, except instead of the listing. Not. Come out, Patton2:172.
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